Achieve quality standards
throughout your product
inspection cycles without
productivity loss.

If you are responsible for inspection processes and ensuring your products meet certification requirements,
you will recognize these challenges:

“According to its FAI
status, I’d like the flexibility
to either have warnings
or a block during the
production
processes if a failure
occurs.”

“We need to be able to easily see a list of all
out of date released products.”

Why choose Prodware to support your
production cycle needs in Dynamics 365 for
Finance & Operations?
As a Microsoft partner, Prodware has developed
and implemented Dynamics 365 and AX projects
across Europe.
Our experienced R&D team work closely with our
clients to develop additional functionalities that
suit their quality management needs.

From sales order line

At production order creation

Creation of sales order line with
released product:
Warn or Block based on FAI status

Creation production order with
end product & BOM components
selected:
Warn or Block based on
component’s or end product FAI
status.

“We need an easy to
use system that we
can set-up and run
quickly that works
within my existing
Dynamics system.”

The First Article Inspection
accelerator helps by:
•

Identifying the certification on the released
product, with delay and type validation

•

Blocking the process if the product certification
is out of date

•

Producing a list of out of date released
products.

Full control at routing
Production order creation:
Warn or Block based on routing
header FAI status

Align with vendor guidelines
Creation of purchase order line
with released product:
FAI approval vendor parameters
aligned.

Example of user screen Released product parameters
New folder added with FAI status,
Validation date of inspection, Validity
delay in month and Blocking or
Warning message.

Future proof
Certified for Microsoft AppSource,
the solution is available for free
trial or online purchasing

Flexible

Secure

The First Article Inspection
system works with both
blocking and warning settings

Built on a strong and
customisable security model
that gives your users the
guidance they need and your
IT team the assurance of
compliance

Speak to Prodware about getting your Dynamics system fully aligned with your own item management needs.

Contact appsource@prodwaregroup.com to discover more.
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